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Abstract. The amount of provenance data gathered from Scientific Workflow
Management Systems (SWfMS) and stored in databases has been growing
considerably. Some difficulties are related to representation, access and query
provenance databases. Despite the effort of PROV W3C group, data analyses
may require different strategies of query specification because of the volume of
data to be analyzed and the nature of queries. Another important point is the new
approaches to store and retrieve provenance, some technologies are more
appropriate than others. However, when applications are tightly coupled to
specific technologies, it is difficult to take advantage of innovation. Based on
these issues, we have built WfP-API, an API to store and perform queries in
different provenance databases.

1 Introduction

Due to specific characteristics of Scientific Workflow Management Systems (SWfMS),
experiments can generate provenance data in many different ways, in many different
formats or even in many different repositories [1, 2]. To diminish the difficulties to deal
with provenance coming from different repositories, W3C defined the PROV data
model, which is currently a recommendation [3]. To represent typical properties on
provenance from scientific workflows, we proposed PROV-Wf [4], an specialization of
PROV. PROV-Wf represents provenance data gathered from scientific workflow
executions to be queried during or after execution. We implemented PROV-Wf in a
relational database, enabling the analysis of provenance data in a well-structured way
with SQL. However, the interaction of scientists with PROV-Wf databases is typically
through an interface with parameterized pre-defined relational queries. In fact, there is
no consensus on the best representation to deal with provenance and database systems
can vary in performance significantly even within the same data schema representation.
For example, different database indexing and storage approaches may present different
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performance characteristics to execute provenance queries [5]. We can also mention
that learning new database semantics for querying provenance is not an easy activity,
especially for a non-specialist in computer science. In this paper, we propose WfP-API
as an alternative way to SWfMS to have more flexibility when storing and querying
provenance data. The API aims at storing provenance data in a variety of databases
without having to concern about database system specific features. Our contribution is
towards a PROV-Wf – based API, to be invoked from SWfMS, which is agnostic to the
underlying database system. The API allows for querying provenance associated with
workflow systems using one data model.

2 WfP-API: Storing and Querying Workflow
Provenance Data

WfP-API is a provenance API that queries provenance databases based on the elements
of PROV-Wf data schema [4]. WfP-API has two layers: WfP Object Layer and WfP
Connector Layer. The former layer represents scientific workflows using adapted
elements from PROV-Wf. In this first version, WfP Object Layer does not represent the
agent elements (Scientist and Machine), while the software agent (Program) and Exe-
cute activity (PROV core structure of activity) are represented within the Activation
concept. WfP Object Layer relies on object-oriented model to ease the integration with
SWfMS to perform queries in DBMS. WfP Connector Layer establishes a connection
between WfP-API object representation and DBMS. For each DBMS, a new instance of
the connector has to be implemented. WfP-API currently supports Neo4J DBMS. Users
of WfP-API need to choose the type of database to define connectors, while invocation
to WfP Object layer is the same for every database connector.

3 Implementation and Final Remarks

WfP-API was developed according to the class diagram of Fig. 1. The dark gray classes
describe each element of a scientific workflow (defined by WfP Object Layer) and
scientists manipulate properties by calling getters and setters methods, such as get-
StartTime (that returns the activity start time) method in Activity class. Light gray
classes represent internal controllers to define workflow structure (Object class) and
connect WfP-API and the developed queries for a specific DBMS system (through
Connector class). According to the specified database system, WfP Connector layer
instantiates an object to use the DBMS, such as Neo4J Connector class. This class
implements every abstract method from Connector class, with respect to the DBMS
query language. Users may also need other queries than defined by WfP-API. In this
case, they have to define their queries using the workflow object representation and
extend connectors of the chosen DBMS.

Finally, the white classes represent DBMS connectors to the WfP-API. For
example, for Neo4J DBMS we developed a Neo4JConnector class, which presents
methods to establish a connection with this system (start method), to close this con-
nection (close method), to determine workflow structure (storeActicity method), to
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store provenance data at runtime (updateRunningActivations method) or to execute
custom queries developed by users (getWorkflowExecutionTime method).

WfP-API represents provenance based on the PROV-Wf data model, which follows
W3C PROV recommendations. Furthermore, specialists only need to learn workflow
semantics, since database semantics are already defined in WfP Connector Layer.
Preliminary results showed that WfP-API was able to perform several queries that
allow for steering of scientific workflow executions.
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